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Abstract. In the development of the new era, artificial intelligence has a subtle influence on various 
industries. In the accounting industry, artificial intelligence has an important influence and restriction 
on it. Analysis of the current application-oriented undergraduate education model shows that artificial 
Intelligence also plays an important role in education. This article analyzes the accounting education 
training methods in colleges and universities, puts forward some suggestions, updates textbooks in real 
time, combines the latest information, updates education models, and exercises students' 
comprehensive quality.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

With the wide application in various fields, the results of human intelligent design are perfectly 
displayed in artificial intelligence, which can imitate human activities to the greatest extent and provide 
services for humans, saving people's time, not only ensuring work efficiency but also improving 
quality of work. The use of artificial intelligence in the accounting profession has received a large 
range of attention. This is not only an innovation in the artificial intelligence industry, but also an 
innovation in the accounting profession. It has realized that the accounting profession will be perfectly 
integrated with the era of big data, even if financial robots are still present In the initial stage, as college 
students in the new era, they also have to shoulder the important task of the development of the times. 
Therefore, the task of innovating the educational model of applied undergraduates is urgent at this 
stage. 

2 THE IMPACT OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ON APPLIED UNDERGRADUATE 

ACCOUNTING EDUCATION 

2.1 The accounting education model focusing on accounting will be eliminated  

As far as the current accounting profession is concerned, the number of employees employed by 
relevant technical personnel has reached 12 million, most of which are basic-level accounting 
personnel. The basic work of basic-level accounting personnel is to fill in accounting subjects and 
accounting vouchers, and edit them at the same time. Accounting statements, etc., the emergence of 
financial intelligence will replace some basic accounting professional technicians. The new era of 
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intelligence frees most people from repetitive tasks, and at the same time makes basic accounting 
technicians more aware of the urgency of improving their own capabilities. Colleges and universities 
are cultivating accounting professionals. Most college students are exposed to basic accounting 
knowledge and financial knowledge when they study in school. The main exercise content is how to 
write accounting entries, organize financial statements, etc., the focus of professional learning It is the 
practice of basic knowledge. However, in the era of intelligence, the number of basic knowledge and 
grassroots accounting practitioners has gradually increased, but the demand has gradually decreased. 
Therefore, the employment situation has become increasingly severe. Compared with high-efficiency 
accounting robots, colleges and universities train The basic accounting talents lack a competitive 
advantage at work. 

2.2 Accounting education mode focusing on accounting will be eliminated 

As far as the current accounting profession is concerned, the number of employees employed by 
relevant technical personnel has reached 12 million, most of which are basic-level accounting 
personnel. The basic work of basic-level accounting personnel is to fill in accounting subjects and 
accounting vouchers, and edit them at the same time. Accounting statements, etc., the emergence of 
financial intelligence will replace some basic accounting professional technicians. The new era of 
intelligence frees most people from repetitive tasks, and at the same time makes basic accounting 
technicians more aware of the urgency of improving their own capabilities. Colleges and universities 
are cultivating accounting professionals. Most college students are exposed to basic accounting 
knowledge and financial knowledge when they study in school. The main exercise content is how to 
write accounting entries, organize financial statements, etc., the focus of professional learning is the 
practice of basic knowledge. However, in the era of intelligence, the number of basic knowledge and 
grassroots accounting practitioners has gradually increased, but the demand has gradually decreased. 
Therefore, the employment situation has become increasingly severe. Compared with high-efficiency 
accounting robots, colleges and universities train The basic accounting talents lack a competitive 
advantage at work. 

2.3 The educational status of management accounting will be improved 

Accounting and supervision are necessary functions of accounting professionals, and they are also the 
daily work of most accounting staff. However, with the advent of financial robots, employees with 
such basic skills face severe employment threats, and financial robots can achieve Accounting 
functions and the ability to organize financial statements. At the same time, compared with manual 
calculations, financial robots have the advantage of efficient and error-free work. This will also 
eliminate the need for business operators to hire a lot of labor and save labor costs. As a result, the 
supply of financial and accounting professionals far exceeds the demand. However, it is difficult to 
find higher-level managers. Considering this problem at the national level, the country vigorously 
promotes robots to replace traditional manual accounting work. The employment of the accounting 
profession will have a huge impact. Therefore, the relevant colleges and universities of the accounting 
profession need to focus on the analysis of this situation, strengthen the training of management 
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accounting education in the accounting profession, and let the basic accounting knowledge occupy a 
smaller proportion. Mainly focus on the training, forecasting, and decision-making of management 
accounting education, so that students can strengthen the training of management accounting education 
on the premise of learning basic accounting knowledge. In the future, they can help business managers 
make relevant professional analysis and use accounting functions to improve the company In today’s 
intelligent employment, the level of management will enhance students’ own employment 
competitiveness. 

2.4 Accounting education that only emphasizes professional theory is gradually no longer 

applicable 

At present, the focus of education in the accounting profession is still on the cultivation of students’ 
basic theoretical knowledge, focusing on the learning and training of basic knowledge, but seldom 
pays attention to the cultivation of students’ overall overall quality. Colleges and universities mainly 
The principle is to build a thinking structure of knowledge and ability for students, lack of training in 
management accounting and training in the computer industry. However, with the advent of accounting 
robots, personnel in the basic accounting industry will face serious employment threats. In terms of 
related support policies, management-oriented and decision-making talents with computer skills have 
better employment competitiveness. According to the analysis of the results of the survey of students 
in colleges and universities, it is difficult for the management accounting profession to get a large 
range of attention. The school has management accounting majors, statistics and computer disciplines, 
but students have not received enough education. The establishment and learning of such courses 
remain at the stage of simple understanding, basic office operations, most students’ mentality is this 
course There are no problems with the exam, and even some colleges and universities do not set up 
this course of study, which also makes students unable to use this knowledge well in employment and 
cannot adapt to employment. Therefore, colleges and universities should pay attention to the 
combination of textbook knowledge and practice in the cultivation of students' accounting majors. 
They should not only focus on theoretical knowledge and lack the training of practical knowledge. 

3 THE STATUS QUO AND PROBLEM ANALYSIS OF THE APPLIED 

UNDERGRADUATE ACCOUNTING EDUCATION MODEL 

3.1 Old textbook knowledge 

At present, most accounting majors in colleges and universities offer basic accounting, financial 
accounting, cost accounting and other related courses. However, from the current college textbooks, 
we can see that the accounting textbooks are outdated, but under the development of the times, the 
content of financial knowledge is in Constantly updated, the country’s relevant financial and 
accounting requirements and policies are also changing year by year, but the knowledge points of the 
financial and accounting profession have stagnated and failed to keep up with the times. For example, 
in 2018, the national financial department made relevant policies on the revision of financial statements. 
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Revised, the "notes receivable" and "accounts receivable" in the assets and liabilities are unified 
classified as "notes receivable and accounts receivable", fixed assets are combined with fixed asset 
liquidation, and engineering materials are combined with under construction, this kind of newly 
updated accounting knowledge has not been updated in time in the textbooks, and the students’ 
knowledge reserves have not been professionally updated. Therefore, if you only rely on textbook 
knowledge to learn knowledge, there will be substantial changes. Even if this situation is closely 
related to national policy changes, schools should pay attention to relevant information in real time. 

3.2 Theory and practice are derailed 

During the school period, the focus of students' learning is still on theoretical content, and there is 
relatively little practice skills training. However, based on the analysis of the current social 
employment situation, what society needs is not only staff with sufficient professional knowledge 
reserves, but more practical skills. According to relevant data analysis, most students report that in 
their school curriculum, most subjects are set for the study of theoretical knowledge, but the practical 
content is very small. Even if there are few practical courses, the school and students pay little attention 
to it. In the computer training courses on accounting, most teachers’ teaching mode is to let students 
perform single and repetitive practice of accounting credentials. The accounting procedures and editing 
statements that need to be carried out in the next step are all functions of computers. Therefore, students 
When you are employed, you cannot adapt to the needs of society, and you usually feel that there is a 
big gap between what you have learned and what you actually need. At present, most colleges and 
universities still require students to superimpose their usual scores and final examination paper scores, 
but the related assessment methods have nothing to do with practice. This leads to the emergence of 
mechanized learning for students. Most people simply repeat the learning mode of rote memorization. 
There is a gap between the relevant professional talents required by the company and cannot meet the 
staff standards of the company. Now, in the era of intelligent accounting and employment, financial 
robots can replace humans to do some basic and mechanical work. Only with the ability that intelligent 
robots cannot achieve can they have greater competitiveness in employment, otherwise they will face 
the situation of being eliminated by enterprises. 

3.3 Pay attention to the foundation of accounting and lack of comprehensive talents 

Cultivating students’ professional skills has always been the focus of learning and training in higher 
education institutions, but it does not pay enough attention to practice, and at the same time knows 
little about the related majors of auxiliary accounting majors. Therefore, higher education institutions 
should strengthen their assistance to accounting majors professional training and training, on the basis 
of strengthening the learning of basic knowledge, lack of learning of related knowledge, will make 
students reduce the in-depth understanding of professional knowledge. Most of the knowledge learning 
stays at a relatively simple level and cannot be used. Students have a deeper understanding and learning 
of themselves, they cannot exercise their comprehensive qualities, and cannot cultivate all-round 
development talents that meet the requirements of the times. Basic knowledge is the key teaching 
method for training. Today, when financial robots are gradually increasing, the school’s related 
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training plan should also be changed and reformed. School training should not only pay attention to 
the cultivation of basic knowledge, but also exercise the whole of students in an all-round way. Literacy 
allows students to have the professional skills to deal with changes in the workplace. 

4 REFORM MEASURES FOR APPLIED UNDERGRADUATE ACCOUNTING 

EDUCATION IN THE ERA OF INTELLIGENCE  

4.1 Regularly update the textbook and use the latest information 

With the rapid development of society, the school’s financial and accounting textbooks must also keep 
up with the changing requirements of the times. It is necessary to grasp the key points on basic 
knowledge, but also to update knowledge in real time when the new knowledge is updated. While 
students exercise basic knowledge, they must also To understand the new knowledge and methods that 
are in line with the times, especially on the intelligent computer, the computer algorithms of the 
accounting profession should also be paid enough attention.  

4.2 Change the teaching mode and focus on practice 

At the school learning stage, the focus of students’ learning and teachers’ teaching is always theoretical, 
but they forget that the focus of theoretical learning is to put into practice after all. Therefore, in 
colleges and universities, teachers’ teaching should not only focus on theory. The study of knowledge 
should also pay attention to the combination of theory and practice. The simultaneous implementation 
of the two will allow students to clearly understand the meaning of knowledge, learn more clearly, pay 
attention to some computer exercises, pay attention to hands-on ability, and let students practice The 
improvement of the ability to obtain in the medium allows students to experience the current social 
requirements for financial talents. 

4.3 Cultivate comprehensive talents 

The ability of intelligent robots to organize data and edit accounts is very efficient and can be used 24 
hours a day. Colleges and universities should focus on management and the cultivation of all-round 
development talents, and strengthen students' exercise of data analysis. What modern enterprises 
require is multi-dimensional data analysis and calculations, and then obtain enterprise-related data 
results to help enterprises run. Therefore, schools should strengthen the training of students’ skills and 
basic knowledge, strengthen the learning and practice of management knowledge, exercise students’ 
thinking and overall analysis skills, and cultivate students’ independence and management skills. It 
not only has a reserve of basic accounting knowledge, but also Master the necessary skills of the 
employees of the enterprise to realize their all-round development. 
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4.4 Increase comprehensive quality training courses and new technology application courses 

The transformation of the accounting profession signifies that the accounting type is no longer the 
mainstream of education today. On the contrary, the management type has become the focus of 
education. The requirements for relevant practitioners are not only basic knowledge, but also a certain 
mastery of operation and management. Therefore, in setting up courses, schools should add more types 
of elective courses, similar to management and computer programming courses, so that students can 
take the initiative to exercise and learn, instead of merely mechanized recitation for the end of the 
semester. Let the school pay attention to the overall variability and diversity of students, adapt to the 
development of the times and the exercise of its own professional skills, avoid the situation that 
textbooks cannot keep up with the new teaching content, and according to the changes of the times, 
even if the industry needs are adjusted to ensure that they can be in the technological revolution The 
era has a solid enough foundation. 

4.5 Adjust the teaching content of existing courses 

Most of the original accounting textbooks will have the problem of cumbersome content and single 
content of professional course design. Therefore, the content of professional courses needs to be 
reorganized and divided. For example, the cost of accounting materials and manual calculation fees 
can be combined with basic financial accounting. The content is merged, and the formation of profits 
and the distribution of related proportions should be explained in the accounting courses. Teachers 
should consider according to the current situation, adjust the financial accounting courses appropriately, 
and combine the adjustment of the content, from the management level required for employment. Set 
out, summarize the existing problems, sort out the historical data of the company, combine relevant 
business experience and management experience, combined with the actual needs of the company, 
calculate and analyze the relevant data, and then get a report that has feasible opinions for the 
development of the company.  

5 CONCLUSION  

Today with the development of intelligence, intelligent accounting robots are gradually being widely 
used in various industries. At the same time, with the maturity of experience, the application of 
accounting robots has gradually deepened. At present, the application of accounting robots is still in 
its infancy, but it is important for basic accounting employment. The problem of employment 
restrictions for personnel is worthy of the attention of college education. This also makes teachers 
should strengthen students’ motivation in theoretical study and skill practice, and comprehensively 
improve students’ comprehensive skills. Colleges and universities should actively strengthen students’ 
management skills exercise to enhance students' understanding of computers, to cultivate new 
management talents suitable for the development of enterprises for the society, and to deal with the 
employment problem of accounting in the era of intelligence. The transformation of the accounting 
profession signifies that the accounting type is no longer the mainstream of education today. On the 
contrary, the management type has become the focus of education. The requirements for relevant 
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practitioners are not only basic knowledge, but also a certain mastery of operation and management. 
Therefore, in setting up courses, schools should add more types of elective courses, similar to 
management and computer programming courses, so that students can take the initiative to exercise 
and learn, instead of merely mechanized recitation for the end of the semester. Let the school pay 
attention to the overall variability and diversity of students, adapt to the development of the times and 
the exercise of its own professional skills, avoid the situation that textbooks cannot keep up with the 
new teaching content, and according to the changes of the times, even if the industry needs are adjusted 
to ensure that they can be in the technological revolution. 
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